**MEET the TEAM**

**Executive Director**

**BRIAN NYQUIST, MPH**
- Manages strategic planning and works with external organizations to protect patient access
- Most likely to order the same tacos for lunch every day

**Director, Operations**

**CHRIS COUNTS**
- Oversees operations & guides the team to advance their program’s goals
- Has the best “Dad jokes”

**Director, Quality & Standards**

**KAITLEY MORGAN, RN, BSN, CRNI**
- Oversees the NICA Standards for In-Office Infusion and creates educational materials
- Resident clinician expert and “Team Nurse”

**Development Manager**

**MORGAN GRUBBS**
- Manages Provider Membership, Strategic Partner initiatives, and plans all major events
- Wants to see pictures of your dog

**Development Coordinator**

**ASHLEY KANA**
- Oversees the Infusion Center Locator
- Maintains our network of contacts within the infusion industry
- Trader Joe’s obsessed

**Marketing Coordinator**

**CRISTINA THRELKELD**
- Manages marketing efforts
- Produces and disseminates relevant content
- Will read you your horoscope

**Chief of Staff**

**CORINNE MAY**
- Optimizes operational efficiency
- Ensures our work is as effective as possible
- Has the most stamps on her passport

**Advocacy Coordinator**

**KINDYL BOYER**
- Curates existing advocacy materials
- Identifies gaps to fill with useful content
- Always down for a roadtrip or outdoor adventure